Using archaeological records to investigate Scotland’s rural past
This is an extract of the entry for the Township of Margdow from Canmore, the public
interface to the RCAHMS database (www.rcahms.gov.uk). Canmore contains details of around
270,000 archaeological sites, monuments, buildings and maritime sites in Scotland, together
with an index to the drawings, manuscripts and photographs in our collections. Images of
over 80,000 of the photographs or drawings in the collection are also available online. You
can search for information by name, location, site type or collection or search using the
Canmore mapping service.
A site description is a descriptive written account of what is known about an archaeological
site. The description is created as a result of archaeological fieldwork or documentary
research, and gives a picture of how the site appeared when it was visited by an investigator.
Each time a new piece of archaeological investigation takes place, the site description gets
updated. Over time a fuller picture of the site and its history gets built and changes in the
state of preservation at the site can be documented and recorded.
The site description for Margdow is written below.
•

Read through the description while looking at the plan of the site. See if
you can identify the any of the buildings described on the plan. You might
find it simpler to concentrate on identifying the features of one farmstead
rather than the whole township.

Margdow
Alternative Names: Marragdow; Wester Carwhin; Carie
Type of Site: Farmstead, Township
NMRS Number: NN63NW 54
Map reference: NN 6395 3677
Parish: Kenmore (Perth And Kinross)
Council: Perth And Kinross
Former District: Perth And Kinross
Former Region: Tayside
A township, comprising six roofed buildings, one unroofed structure and six enclosures is
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1867, sheet lxix). Five unroofed
buildings and three enclosures are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map
(1981).
Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 23 February 1998.
This township stands amongst improved fields on the SSE-facing slopes above Loch Tay,
about 500m S of the A827 road. In its most recent configuration, probably dating to the late
1790s, the township has been divided into three farmsteads, though there are visible remains
of at least three earlier buildings.
Each farmstead comprises at least two buildings - a house and a barn - and one or more
stone-walled enclosures. The houses are built along the slope, facing SSE. They were all
probably built as byre-dwellings, with cattle accommodated at one end, though only one
(BL00 105) has a visible byre-drain. The barns, all of which have opposed entrances in
their long sides, are built across the slope, at right angles to the houses and facing the
prevailing wind. All these buildings are constructed of uncoursed rubble, with roughly squared
quoins and stone gables, some of which survive to full height. Traces of clay bonding
were found in one building, but all mortar has washed out of the others. Where the walls
survive above the level of footings, features such as windows, doors and cruck-slots (the
latter typically beginning about 0.5m above ground level) can often be seen, and
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there is occasionally evidence of structural repairs and alterations, some of which may reflect
changes of use. The three farmsteads are described here from N to S, followed by
descriptions of the earlier buildings.
1. The N farmstead.
The N farmstead comprises two buildings and four small enclosures. The house stands at the
back of a level terrace, and its rear (NNW) wall has been set into rising ground. It measures
13.5m from ENE to WSW by 3.3m transversely within walls up to 1.7m high at the sides. The
ENE gable, measuring 2.8m in height, is nearly complete, but the WSW gable has collapsed.
There is a pair of cruck-slots towards the WSW end, and traces of at least four other slots
survive, demonstrating that the roof was supported on five pairs of crucks set between 2m
and 2.5m apart. There are two entrances in the SSE wall; one is positioned just W of centre
and has a splayed window opening to either side, which suggests that this was the dwelling
end. The other entrance, now blocked, is towards the ENE end and probably led into the
byre. An outshot, measuring internally 3.5m in length, has been constructed against the ENE
gable, while along the front of the building, to the W of the W entrance, there are the
remains of a cobbled terrace or walkway. Finally, there are two garden enclosures attached
to this building. One, to the SW, measures about 18m by 12m within a rough stone dyke; the
other, to the NW, is triangular, measuring about 20m by 16m.
The barn stands to the SE of the house. It measures 6.2m from NNW to SSE by 3.7m
transversely within walls that stand up to 1.8m high, except for the SSE gable, which still
reaches its full height of 3.8m. Two stones project about 0.2m from the outer face of this
gable, directly beneath the apex, at heights of 1.5m and 2.4m respectively; these may have
been intended to secure thatch ropes. There is an entrance in the centre of each side. The N
jamb of the W entrance has two holes running back into the wall core, each of which
contains the remains of the timber peg that once secured the door frame. To either side of
this entrance, against the outer face of the wall, there is a pair of stone plinths. Each plinth
measures 0.3m in height and about 1.2m in length, and the plinths of each pair stand about
1m apart. Their purpose is not clear, but they may have supported wooden benches; a
similar plinth projects from the SSE wall of the outshot attached to the house.
The remains of a small enclosure, measuring about 8m by 5m, abut the S side of the barn,
while the fourth enclosure comprises a small yard formed in the angle between the two
buildings.
2. The central farmstead.
The central farmstead comprises at least two main buildings, two roughly rectangular
enclosures and slight traces of two other buildings, at least one of which probably belongs to
an earlier phase of occupation. The house stands on a low flat-topped knoll, from which the
ground drops away sharply to the E, S and W. The ENE end of the house extends beyond the
break of slope, so that its E corner is founded on a stone plinth 0.7m high. The building
measures internally 13m in length by 4m in breadth at the WSW end, narrowing to 3.1m at
the ENE end. The WSW gable, 3m high, is almost complete, but parts of the side walls have
collapsed and only one cruck-slot can be identified, in the SSE wall 4.6m from the E corner.
There are two entrances on the SSE; both have been blocked, but they formerly opened onto
a raised stone terrace, 2m broad, which runs the length of the building. A third entrance in
the NNW wall, which is approached by a worn pathway, may be a secondary feature. There is
an outshot at each end; that to the ENE has been reduced to its footings, but that to the
WSW is largely complete, and has a small window at attic level in its gable end.
The barn, standing to the S of the house, has been set into the slope at its NNW end and
terraced up at the SSE end to provide a level interior. It measures internally 9.1m by 3.3m at
the SSE end, narrowing to 2.8m at the NNW. The SSE gable is almost complete, and stands
3.8m high, while the opposite gable contains the remains of an attic window. There is
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an entrance in the centre of each side, though that on the WSW has been blocked. An
outshot at the NNW end, with an entrance 1.8m wide, may have been a cart shed, and there
may have been a second outshot N of that, now reduced to little more than a spread of
rubble.
The remains of two other buildings lie to the E and W of the house. That to the W is probably
earlier than the farmstead, and is described below with the other early structures. Only the
SSE end of the building to the E can be traced, reduced to little more than a few earthfast
grounders protruding from a grass-grown stony bank; the other end is obscured by a large
heap of field-cleared stones, but the visible remains indicate a building measuring overall at
least 6m in length, perhaps an outbuilding contemporary with the rest of the farmstead.
Finally, to the SW and SE of the house there are two roughly rectangular enclosures, one to
each side of the barn, bounded by drystone dykes standing up to 1.2m high. The W
enclosure measures 36m by 26m, and the E enclosure measures about 28m by 22m. Traces
of a stony bank around the edge of the knoll, and between the house and the barn, appear
to subdivide the NW corner of the E enclosure, though this bank may be the remnants of an
earlier enclosure.
3. The S farmstead.
The S farmstead is the most substantial of the three, comprising three buildings, a storage
clamp and two enclosures. The house is much larger than the other two houses, measuring
internally 20.2m in length by 4.6m in breadth at the ENE end, narrowing to 3.5m at the WSW
end. The WSW gable has collapsed, but much of the ENE gable survives, retaining part of a
scarcement ledge to support an attic floor. The walls of this building, in which there are
traces of clay bonding, have a noticeably rougher appearance than the houses of the other
two farmsteads, and the outer face of the SSE wall has a more pronounced batter; the
difference may be partly due to the extensive patching and alterations apparent in this
building, but it may also suggest an earlier date (see below).
The interior has been divided into two intercommunicating compartments by a stone
partition. This partition stops short of both side walls, leaving a passage between the two
compartments at its N end, and a narrow gap (now blocked) at its S end. It is also pierced at
its midpoint by a small rectangular light about 0.75m above floor level of the W
compartment. The E compartment, which is the smaller of the two, has a floor level about
0.4m above that of the W, though this is at least partly due to a spread of collapsed rubble.
This compartment has traces of two splayed windows in the SSE wall, immediately below one
of which there is a thin slab, possibly a fallen lintel, which bears a row of five pecked 'cups'
or sockets along one edge. To the W of the windows, close to the partition, there has been
an entrance, but this has been blocked and a third window has been inserted into the
blocking masonry, thus leaving this compartment without any direct access from outside. The
W compartment has three entrances, one of which (the westernmost) has also been blocked.
There is a pair of cruck-slots towards the W end, and other breaks in the wall may also mark
the positions of crucks. Finally, a stone-lined drain runs most of the length of this
compartment, turning to run out through the central entrance.
The house opens onto a raised stone terrace, about 2m broad and 0.8m high, below which,
at its W end, there is a subrectangular midden and, at its E end, a small outbuilding. The
building measures 8.2m by 2.7m within walls reduced to little more than footings except for
the SSE side, which has been incorporated into the NNW wall of a roughly rectangular
enclosure. The enclosure measures 30m from ENE to WSW by 16m transversely. A second
enclosure, measuring about 18m by 16m within walls of loosely piled stones, lies behind the
byre-dwelling, and overlies the remains of two earlier buildings (described below).
The barn stands about 20m to the W of the house, from which it is now separated by a
modern fence and a deep field drain. Originally it measured internally 10.8m
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in length by 4.3m in breadth, but it has been extended at the S end by the addition of an
extra compartment. This may originally have been a self-contained outshot, but at some
point the SSE gable of the original barn has been removed to create an interior 15.5m in
length. The walls stand up to 1.8m high, except at the NNW end, where part of the gable
survives; here, the building has been set into steeply rising ground and the remains of a loft
door can be seen in the gable. There are opposed entrances halfway along the building's
length, a wide entrance at the NNW end (possibly for a cart) and a fourth entrance leading
into the extension at the SSE end. The remains of two pairs of cruck slots in the side walls of
the original building indicate that it had three bays, each 3.3m to 4.1m in length. Immediately
beyond the SSE end of the building there are the footings of another outshot, or possibly an
earlier phase, partly obscured by a dump of field-cleared stones; this measures 7.8m in
overall length.
The final component of the S farmstead is a possible storage clamp set into the steep slope
to the N of the barn. Its walls are reduced to grass-grown stony banks, but it has measured
internally 4.5m in length by 3.4m in breadth. The entrance is in the SSE end and the rear
wall, which has been quarried into bedrock, stands to a height of 1.5m.
4. The earlier buildings.
Amongst the structures described above there are traces of at least three earlier buildings.
The first stood immediately to the W of the house of the central farmstead. It has been
reduced to a level stance defined by shallow robber trenches representing its WSW end and
part of its SSE side, and the W outshot of the later house probably stands over its ENE end,
but it appears to have measured at least 7m by 3.8m internally. The other two early buildings
are only slightly better preserved. They lie to the N of, and parallel to, the house of the S
farmstead, and have been reduced by robbing to little more than levelled platforms, cut
through by a trackway and overlain by a small enclosure. One measures about 21m by 6m
over walls defined by a few earthfast grounders and shallow robber trenches. The other has
measured at least 15m by 5m, but all that survives is a platform partly obscured by later
dykes and heaps of field-cleared stones.
John Farquharson's 1769 Survey of the North Side of Loch Tay (National Archives of Scotland,
RHP 973/1, Plan 7) depicts 'Marragdow' a township on the farm of Wester Carwhin
comprising six buildings and two enclosures arranged in an informal layout. Five of
Farquharson's buildings match very closely both the positions and the alignments of five of
those described above; these are the three early building platforms and the two principal
buildings of the S farmstead, while the house of the central farmstead overlies the site of the
sixth. The reorganisation of the township into three separate farmsteads probably followed
changes in the structure of landholding on Lochtayside introduced by the Breadalbane Estate
in 1797, and most of the upstanding buildings probably date from that reorganisation. The
house and barn of the S farmstead may be earlier, as they are shown on Farquharson's map,
but it is not clear whether the standing masonry is as early as 1769, or whether these two
have since been rebuilt on early foundations. It has been noted above that this house is
considerably larger than the other two, and that its masonry is of poorer quality, which might
suggest that it belongs to an earlier period; the masonry of the barn, however, is more like
that of the N and central farmsteads, so it is more likely to have been rebuilt after 1797.
The 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Perthshire 1867, sheet lxix) shows as roofed the two
principal buildings of each of these farmsteads, and also shows the larger enclosures. By the
date of the 2nd edition of that map (Perthshire 1900, sheets lxix NW and lxix SW), however,
only three buildings (the barn of the N farmstead and the house and barn of the S farmstead)
and part of a fourth (the W end of the central house) were still roofed. This site now lies on
Carie farm.
Visited by RCAHMS (MFTR) 4 April 2000 and (SDB) 5 June 2003
S Boyle 2003
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Examples of how to use this resource
•

Read through the site description and find a definition for each of the highlighted
keywords. A glossary of keywords has been provided. Encourage your class to use
different sources to find definitions for the words, for example, Google, dictionaries,
reference books. You can find a glossary of terms on the Scotland’s Rural Past website
(www.scotlandsruralpast.org.uk). It is located in the following section: Home / Doing /
Doing field work / Glossary of terms.

Keywords
Township A farming settlement made up of a group of dwellings, farm buildings and land,
held by two or more joint tenants usually working the land communally.
Enclosure An area with of land enclosed within a boundary wall, bank or ditch.
Farmstead A farmhouse and associated farm buildings forming a group.
Byre dwelling A rectangular building which developed during the medieval period,
comprising a dwelling for people and accommodation for animals under one roof.
Byre drain An artificial channel for draining animal waste out of a byre.
Barn A farm building used primarily for the storage and threshing of grain.
Uncoursed rubble Rough stone laid in a random pattern.
Quoin A large corner stone.
Gable The generally triangular shaped end wall supporting a sloping roof.
Clay bonding A mortar material containing clay
Mortar The material used to fill the gaps between blocks in construction.
Crucks A pair of curved timbers, often built into the walls of a building, forming an A-frame
to support the weight of the roof.
Cruck slot A recess or space within a wall to accommodate a cruck.
Thatch A roof of reeds, straw or heather, layered and fastened together.
Storage clamp A building in which goods or items are stored.
Scarcement ledge A narrow ledge built onto a wall.
Batter The sloping angle of a wall face or bank.
Lintel A load-bearing horizontal block placed over an entranceway.
Midden A refuse heap, often associated with a building or settlement.
Outbuilding A farm building used for the storage of hay, and farm equipment.

•

Go to the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland’s
website – http://www.rcahms.gov.uk. Log in to Canmore and use the following terms to
find records of other abandoned rural settlements in your own area:
o
o
o

Township
Farmstead
Byre dwelling

•

Use the SCRAN website http://www.scran.ac.uk to try to find images for rural settlements
and for each of the keywords highlighted in the site description.

•

Using the site description as an example, write a simple description for your school, or
another notable building familiar to you. Describe the location, size, and materials used in
construction.

•

Contact your local museum or library service to find out about the rural past in your area.
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•

Research what life was like in a township. Learning and Teaching Scotland have some
excellent resources:
o

http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/scottishhistory/stewartscotland/stewartsociety/Ever
yday_Life_in_the_Highlands_in_the_17th_Century/index.asp

o

http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/scottishhistory/industrialrevolution/dailylife/Working
_on_Farms/index.asp

o

http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/scottishhistory/industrialrevolution/clearances/The_
Highland_Clearances/index.asp
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Archaeological plan of Margdow

